Unbroken, Bipartisan Chain of Custody has been broken by many Secretaries of State election procedures

- Despite numerous calls to fix or scrap electronic voting systems, numerous Secretaries of State stonewall the chain of custody principle
- This is an emergency call to all White Hat Patriot Network Engineers to stop third parties from rigging the vote tallies in your state
- Here’s how they do it and how to stop them

By Anonymous Patriots, Nov. 05, 2018

A free and fair election is the foundation upon which a Constitutional Republic rests. It is the sovereign right and duty of The People. It cannot be delegated to paid federal, state or local government bureaucrats and subcontractors—who are biased by the nature of their employment. While The People may delegate the administration of election processes, the process itself is The People’s.

The 2018 Midterm Election is under threat

This important 2018 Midterm Election is under threat from various types of voting fraud including endemic breaks in bipartisan chains of custody, mail in ballots, electronic vote manipulation, deceased citizens, votes by illegal aliens, voting multiple times, and by unverifiable mail in ballots.

The Man-In-The-Middle Vote Tally Manipulation

Perhaps the most strategic threat to a fair vote is a process called Man-In-The-Middle. In this form of election rigging, a third party is able to gain access to the data streams connecting each county board of election with that State’s election tabulation computer run by the Secretary of State.

---

1 Anonymous Patriots. (Oct. 12, 2018). Man-In-The-Middle Detection Flow Chart. See also Staff. (Oct. 11, 2016). Protect the Vote Man-In-The-Middle Detection. Barrier 1.
This third party is usually a subcontractor buried deep inside some state information technology master contract, usually labeled something innocuous like “election security auditing” or some such misdirection. In the case of Missouri’s 2016 primary election, the election rigging was buried deep inside a Nippon (Japan) Telephone & Telegraph, NTT DATA INC contract (Note: It is notoriously known that the NSA controls the Japanese telephone system). Notably, the contract name was misspelled in the state’s contract database and avoided search and detection. Why does Missouri use the Japanese phone company for any information technology services?

In cases where Man-In-The-Middle has been proven, like the 2004 Ohio Presidential Election, the third party was a Cedarville University professor named Dr. Alan Dillman who was hired by the state to ostensibly be an “election integrity advisor,” but who was secretly passing the results to a SMARTech website in Chattanooga, Tennessee—owned by the Republican National Committee, the Bush family and Karl Rove. The Ohio county vote tallies “shifted” before they were reported to the state tabulator.

---

The Man-In-The-Middle is given access to the county-state vote tally reporting streams. With that access, the Man-In-The-Middle is able to change vote totals being reported before they arrive at the state tabulator. This procedure makes a mockery of bipartisan chain of custody.

How to discover and stop Man-In-The-Middle

Each county and state computer has a unique street address on the Internet (DNS number). For example, the supervisor of elections in Leon County, Florida (incl. Tallahassee) is www.leonvotes.org. The election system for the State of Florida is hosted at https://dos.myflorida.com/elections/ (Note: Under
subcontract to **Cloudflare.com** in San Francisco, California). Why does Florida give their sacred election data to a Silicon Valley company?

Remarkably, “in December 2014, Cloudflare raised $110 million in a Series D round led by Fidelity Investments, with participation from Google Capital, Microsoft, Qualcomm, and Baidu [China, Cayman Islands].” *Wikipedia.* All these companies are notorious “tech-left” contributors who do not hide their political bias. The involvement of Baidu in Cloudflare *proves* foreign interference in the Florida elections. **For the Florida vote, the Man-In-The-Middle is their state computer services vendor themselves.**

**Block all network access to non-county election board computers to the state system**

The only permitted election night links to your State’s vote tabulation computer should be from each of your county boards of elections. Any other attempt to link to third party sites should be blocked. This blocking should start occurring at least one hour before the county boards of elections start reporting their ballot tallies and continue until such time as 100% of the votes have been verified and reported.

**Chief Justice John Roberts has been asked in an emergency petition to preserve paper ballots**

*On Oct. 29, 2018,* citizen Christopher-Earl Strunk filed a Petition for an Emergency Writ of Mandamus to Preserve Paper Ballots at the Supreme Court with Justice John G. Roberts.  

---

5 DNS Lookup: [https://mxtoolbox.com](https://mxtoolbox.com); Cloudflare's headquarters are in San Francisco, California, with additional offices in London, Singapore, Champaign, Austin, Boston and Washington, D.C. [https://www.cloudflare.com/](https://www.cloudflare.com/)


**Call to White Hat Network Engineers**

**Close your ears to AVID ISIS MSM teleprompter propaganda**

Do not be fooled by mainstream media reports regarding election results. They have now been proven to be fraudulently prepared, displayed and reported by newsreaders using the AVID ISIS Suites Election Night Reporting teleprompter systems where more than 10% of AVID is owned by Senator Dianne Feinstein and her husband Richard C. Blum. More than 10% is a controlling interest in a public company.

White Hat patriots are encouraged to use all legal means to block all links between your county boards of elections and your state election tabulator.

Unbroken Bipartisan Chain of Custody has been broken by many if not most Secretaries of State. Therefore, We The People must take control of our elections.

Spread the truth.

Protect the vote.

---

**PDF Version**

**Notices:** This message and its links may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Fair Use is relied upon for all content. No claims are made to the properties of third parties. For educational purposes only.
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